
Soil Sampling
Soil Sampling is the fastest and easiest way to discover what is
causing variability across a field. Once soil fertility imbalances
have been determined it is much easier to improve crop input
management strategies. Robotic soil sampling done by Rogo is

a new component of Legacy's precision lineup - with robotic
soil sampling, we can build  you a modern fertility program

with accurate soil data and results you can trust.

Intensive Crop Management

Our 
Products

Soil sampling by grid or zone
Variable-rate seeding prescription
Variable-rate fertilizer & lime prescriptions

Can be integrated with yield data maps to
create even more personalized fertilizer
prescriptions

Intensive crop management 
AgriEdge
Climate Fieldview
In-season tissue testing
Soybean Cyst Nematode soil testing
Nitrate sampling
Nutrient management and operation
planning
Precision professionals on staff to help
steward you through application and other
requirements affiliated with H2Ohio, NMP's
or other government programs.
Manure testing
Aerial & Drone Imagery

Our Partnerships

Take out the time and risk of managing acres yourself and let
us provide you with accurate and timely agronomic data along

with recommendations to prevent yield-robbing concerns.
Timely scouting from your Crop Specialist throughout the

season. This includes monitoring plant population, identifying
weed, disease, and insect pressure, detect nutrient deficiencies

through in-season tissue sampling. 

Visualize your data
Here at Legacy, we have a multitude of tools to help
you visualize your data and our Crop Specialists are
here to help you interpret that data and turn it into

actionable plans to implement in your operation. Our
goal is to give you a visual picture of your operation
and use that to improve yield as well as ROI to make

the best decisions possible. 

Nutrient Planning
A nutrient management plan should serve as the foundation for

meeting crop nutrient needs which in turn optimizes crop
response to fertilizer while avoiding over application. Legacy is a
4R certified retailer and has multiple Certified Crop Advisors on

staff, as well as people who work frequently with local government
offices to stay up to date on the most current government

programs. From building VRT prescriptions based on soil tests,
yield data, or a combination of the two -  to broadcast or shallow

VRT fertilizer placement and following through with precise As
Applied application maps Legacy offers a full suite to fulfill any

nutrient planning needs you have.

Today’s precision technology equipment can capture an
abundance of data, but knowing what to do with that data is

where utilizing Legacy Farmers precision ag products and
services can play a vital role.



Dave Rieman: (419)-234-0944
Derek Rieman: (419)-969-9175

www.legacyfarmers.com

Jack Waldock: (419)-889-0662
Mitch Emmitt: (419)-889-0425

Arcadia 

Custar
Kyle Hogrefe: (419)-721-4044
Ryan Wilhelm: (419)-722-4467

McComb
Andy Heacock: (419)-348-3202

Pandora

Contact Us Legacy Farmers Cooperative's mission is
to exceed customer's expectations by

delivering the best value to your
business, which is why Legacy Rx is

designed to bring you expertise and data
to manage and make informed decisions

on crop nutrients valuable to crop
production, selecting the right hybrid and

population, environmentally sound,
increase efficiency and maximize

profitability on every acre. Site-specific
soil sampling is Legacy Rx's main tool;
however, it is loaded with additional

components to assist you in dealing with
the price of inputs.   

Your Prescription to Higher Yields

6566 County Road 236
Findlay, Ohio 45840

(419) 789-5388
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Arlington
Andrew Solt: (419)-348-2524
Dan Schaller: (419)-348-4566

Paige Fitzwater
Precision Services Manager

https://www.google.com/search?q=legacy+farmers+findlay+ohio&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS884US884&oq=legacy+farmers+findlay+oh&aqs=chrome.0.0i355j46i175i199j69i57j0i22i30l2.4078j0j9&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#

